
Our Projects
Smart external blinds with built-in solar panels



spain

World Trade Center, Port of Barcelona




Italy
Pool Patio in Florence



Italy

Office Center, Naples




UKRAINE

Unit.Cafe, Unit.City innovation Park, Kyiv




The Netherlands
Ground-floor apartment in Hengelo



CZECH REPUBLIC

Ukraine

First floor apartment in Prague

Penthouse apartment in Kyiv



Slovenia
Unit.Cafe, Unit.City innovation Park, Kyiv


Coffee Shop in Šentjur



THE United States
Condo home in Wiskonsin

Private appartment installation
Hong Kong



UKRAINE

House in the suburbs of Kyiv



Singularity University, Kyiv
UKRAINE




Showrooms



Showrooms



@solargaps

www.solargaps.com

hello@solargaps.com

Dear SolarGaps Team!



I would like to thank you all very much indeed for every effort you've made to 
successfully complete this subject order. Me and my family are just happy 
and enjoy your blinds, shading us from sun and generating energy, and last 
but not least - enjoying this fun product.



I would like to thank your entire team for helping me to successfully 

complete installation despite damage sustained during transportation.

I confirm we installed your blinds already a few months ago, on 
a building here in the Brescia area, without encountering any 
technical problems at all.



The system is perfectly working, 



I will look forward to promoting it to Hong Kong! I'll keep track of its 
energy generation data.

We have successfully installed our SolarGaps and they are AMAZING!  
They have been working great since they have been installed.  We have 
generated a total of 2280.95w since installation.



Thank  you for all or your help through this process!  I have attached 
some pictures of the installed SolarGaps.




Blinds arrived safe and sound thank-you.
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- Mamuka Gvilava 

- Marelira 

- Morgan Easter

- Samantha 

- Tess 

- Tsoi Yin Yan

 

I received my slat. It seems to be a high quality solar panel, which charges 
my laptop/phone quickly.

 

SolarGaps works without any problems and malfunctions all this time!! 
Totally recommend SolarGaps to anyone and now want to get the 
Blinds!!! I feel like in Texas Solar blinds is a must have
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Testimonials


